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Abstract. One of the main problems with today's Internet traffic analy-
sis is caused by the large number of network-based applications whose
types and traffic patterns are more complicated than in the past. Today,
peer-to-peer (P2P), streaming media, and game traffic are continuously
increasing. The difficulty the traffic analysis is that this newly emerging
traffic is not as simple as past well-known port based traffic. This paper
focuses on analyzing P2P traffic, which is the most complicated traffic
among newly emerging Internet traffic. We describe the properties of
P2P traffic and explain why P2P traffic analysis is more difficult than
other types of Internet traffic analysis. Next, we propose a new algo-
rithm suitable for P2P traffic analysis. The main idea of our algorithm is
that flow grouping based on their relationships will increase the accu-
racy of P2P traffic analysis.

1 Introduction

There are two main problems in traffic monitoring and analysis of today's Internet
traffic compared to the past network environment. The first is how to capture and
handle the huge amount of traffic data in a real-time manner generated from high-
speed network links, such as 2.5 Gbps and higher. The second is how to analyze vari-
ous and complex types of traffic generated by many different types of network-based
applications, such as streaming media, P2P, and game applications.

On the first problem, there have been many efforts and good research results re-
ported. To increase the performance of capturing, network cards specialized for
monitoring purpose (for example, DAG card [1]) were developed. Flow formats such
as NetFlow [2] and sFlow [3] were created. Many routers now have a function to
export flow information with these popular formats. For real-time traffic monitoring
architecture, RTFM [4] was introduced and influenced the development of many traf-
fic monitoring systems [5, 6, 7]. We have also developed a real-time traffic monitor-
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ing and analysis system called NG-MON [8], where a clustering and pipelining archi-
tecture has been applied for enhanced scalability.

The second problem, which this paper addresses, is caused by the high number of
network-based applications. So the types and patterns of current network traffic are
not simple as in the past. In the past network environment, HTTP, FTP, TELNET,
SMTP and NNTP traffic occupied almost all Internet traffic. Today, the proportion of
these well-known ports based traffic is decreasing. Instead P2P, streaming media and
game traffic are increasing. The difficulty with traffic analysis is that this newly
emerging traffic is not as straightforward as the well-known port based traffic. There-
fore, we need a new algorithm to analyze these new types of Internet traffic.

This paper focuses on P2P traffic that is the most complicated traffic among newly
emerging Internet traffic. A few years ago new types of network-based applications
emerged, which are different from traditional client/server based application architec-
ture, such as Morpheus [10], Gnutella [11], Soribada [9], etc. Soribada is a Korean
version of Napster. P2P applications have changed Internet traffic patterns and direc-
tions in many ways. These new types of applications require a new method to analyze
them. In this paper, for the analysis of P2P traffic we describe the properties of P2P
traffic and explain why P2P traffic is more difficult than other types of Internet traffic.
Next, we propose a new algorithm suitable for P2P traffic analysis. The main idea of
our algorithm is that flow grouping according to the relationship among flows will
increase the accuracy of P2P traffic analysis.

This algorithm is composed of four crucial steps. The first step is to make the Ap-
plication Port Table (APT) by off-line exhaustive search of existing P2P applications.
The second step is the Important Port Number selecting method from each flow rec-
ord, which is important in the decision of P2P applications. The third step is the use of
Flow Relationship information in the analysis phase. The last step is the decision of
P2P application name for each flow. For the validation of proposed algorithm we
designed and implemented a P2P traffic analysis system and present the result of P2P
traffic analysis in the Internet junction of our campus network.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The properties of P2P applications and
some other new traffic analysis efforts are described in Section 2. Section 3 describes
our proposed P2P traffic analysis algorithm. The design and implementation issues are
described in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the analysis results using the pro-
posed algorithm. Finally, concluding remarks are given and possible future work is
mentioned in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we give a definition of P2P traffic and describe its properties. We also
describe the existing traffic analysis mechanisms.

2.1 Definition of P2P Traffic

For the analysis of P2P traffic, the first step is to define the nature of P2P traffic. In
this paper we define P2P traffic as traffic generated by P2P applications. Then what is
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a P2P application? Figure 1 describes the critical difference between traditional cli-
ent/server applications and newly emerging P2P applications.

As seen in Figure 1, in the client/server architecture we can explicitly divide all
hosts into two groups: a server group and a client group. The client usually sends
requests for some services and the server replies for each request. Direct communica-
tion among clients never occurs. However, in the P2P architecture each host can act as
a server and a client simultaneously. In other words, direct communication between
peers is possible. A host sends a request to other peers to obtain a certain service, and
the same host simultaneously receives requests from other peers.

server

client client client peerpeer

peer

(a) Client/Server Architecture (b) P2P Architecture

Fig. 1. Client/Server Architecture and P2P Architecture

The traffic pattern is also different from that of the client/server architecture. The
traffic pattern in the client/server model is directional and downstream from server to
client. Otherwise, the P2P traffic is bidirectional. With these properties of P2P appli-
cations, P2P traffic can be defined.

2.2 Categorization and Properties of P2P Applications

We can categorize P2P applications into two types; they are instant messaging appli-
cations, such as MSN Messenger [12] and Yahoo Messenger [13], and file sharing
applications such as Morpheus [10], Soribada [9] and eDonkey [14].

The major functions of the instant messaging applications are message delivery,
single or multi-user chatting and file transfer. The major functions of file sharing ap-
plications are searching and file transfer. Besides these major functions many addi-
tional features are provided to differentiate themselves from other applications. There
are many P2P applications and their number will continuously increase in the future.
Figure 2 describes a detailed communication sequence of two P2P applications: MSN
Messenger [12] and Soribada [9], a Korean version of Napster. As Figure 2 shows,
almost all P2P applications create multiple connections according to their different
functions. Some applications use TCP and UDP simultaneously. These multiple con-
nections make P2P traffic analysis very challenging.

We can summarize the properties of P2P applications from the traffic analysis point
of view. First, there are many P2P applications. In Korea, the number of frequently
used P2P applications are more than 20. The worldwide number of P2P applications is
much greater than this number. Second, many P2P applications use multiple connec-
tions to support various functions. Some P2P applications use TCP and UDP simulta-
neously. Third, the protocol format or operation used in most P2P applications is
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unknown. Fourth, the port numbers used by P2P applications are dynamically gener-
ated and many of them are not registered at IANA; sometimes they use port numbers
which are already registered at IANA for some other purposes.
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Fig. 2. Communication Detail of P2P applications

2.3 Related Work on P2P Traffic Analysis

The analysis of P2P traffic is one of the important issues in the current Internet envi-
ronment. Until now a few researches on the architecture of P2P applications [15], the
traffic patterns and properties of some specific P2P traffic [16] have been performed.
However, the method to identify P2P traffic among all Internet traffic and decide the
application name of certain traffic is still very primitive. The only method currently
used is the traditional method that decides the P2P application name by the port num-
bers. Figure 3 (a) illustrates the traditional traffic analysis method. The architecture of
most traditional Internet applications is a client/server architecture. The traffic analy-
sis of these client/server applications is very simple. According to the port number less
than 1024 from the packet header information, we can decide the application name
generating that packet.

client server

801845

211964

234352

HTTP Traffic

FTP Traffic

201965 TELNET Traffic

client server

17551845

38971964

MMS Control Traffic
- well-known port

MMS Data Traffic
- dynamically  
determined port

(a) Based on well-known port number (b) Based on payload examination

Fig. 3. Existing Traffic Analysis Methods

However, streaming media traffic is not as simple as traditional client/server traffic.
Streaming media applications also use client/server architecture but they usually es-
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tablish two connections to communicate between hosts: one for control data transfer
and the other for video/audio data transfer. The port number used in a control session
is a well-known fixed port. But the port number used for the data session is decided by
the negotiation between the client and server. Mmdump[19] and SM-MON[20] intro-
duced a payload examination based analysis for streaming media traffic analysis. Fig-
ure 3 (b) illustrates the method used in mmdump and SM-MON for MMS [17] traffic.
They examine the payload of each control packet and detect the port number used in
the data session. This method makes some overhead in the packet capture and analysis
phase, because the entire packet should be captured and some processing is required
in the examination of payload. This method is possible because there are few stream-
ing media applications and protocols used worldwide, such as MMS [17] protocol and
the RTSP [18] protocol. Moreover, the format of the RTSP protocol and its operation
is open to the public.

Traditional well-known port based traffic analysis cannot be used in P2P traffic
analysis because the port number used in the P2P application is usually over 1024 and
they are using multiple connections. Further, for many P2P applications, port numbers
are dynamically determined during the communication setup between the peers in-
volved. The method of payload examination is not suitable because the number of P2P
applications is large and usually the packet format and operation is not open to public.
So we need a whole new method to analyze these multiple session and proprietary
protocol based P2P application traffic.

3 P2P Traffic Analysis Algorithm

In this section, we present a new algorithm for P2P traffic analysis, which solves the
problems that occur in the traditional well-known port number based analysis and
payload examination based analysis. The main idea of the proposed algorithm is that
flow grouping according to its corresponding applications will increase the accuracy
of P2P traffic analysis. For example, the Web traffic typically uses port number 80 or
8080 for HTTP and 443 for HTTPS. The groups of flows generated by the Web
server and client are obvious; the flows with port number 80, 8080, and 443 in the
source or destination port can be grouped as Web traffic. In the case of P2P traffic,
port number detection is more complex than Web traffic because P2P traffic applica-
tions are using port numbers over 1024 and the port number is often dynamically
generated. If all P2P traffic can be selected among the entire range of traffic and then
grouped according to its application name, then P2P traffic analysis will be performed
with high accuracy.

For this purpose our proposed algorithm consists of four main processes, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. These processes are the Application Port Table (APT), the Impor-
tant Port Selection, the Flow Relationship Map (FRM), and the P2P Application Deci-
sion. In our proposed algorithm we do not examine the payload of each packet; in-
stead, we use only the header information of each packet.

The first step of the proposed algorithm is to construct the Application Port Table
(APT). APT is constructed by the off-line exhaustive search of each P2P application
using packet analysis tools. APT contains the P2P application names, their frequently
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used port numbers and protocol numbers. This information is used in the decision of
P2P application name of each flow in the P2P Application Decision process. The
second step is the Import Port Number Selection process. In this step, the flow infor-
mation is generated from the captured packets according to their 5-tuple information:
source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination port number
and protocol number. Then we select the important port number from the generated
flow information. Because both source and destination port numbers of P2P traffic
flow are usually over 1024, it is important to distinguish the important port number for
the decision of P2P application from the randomly generated port number.

The third step is to construct the Flow Relation Map (FRM). Most P2P applications
use multiple connections to support various functions so that it is possible to discover
relationships between flows that belong to the same P2P application. The final step is
to make group of flows according to the P2P application name using the results of the
previous three steps.
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Flow Relationship Map
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of P2P Application

First Flow Grouping 

P2P Application Decision
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Fig. 4. P2P traffic Analysis Algorithm

3.1 Important Port Number Selection Method

This method comes from the fact that most of the Internet traffic is TCP traffic and
most P2P applications use TCP. Figure 5 shows a normal TCP communication se-
quence. To establish a connection between a client and a server, the three-way hand-
shaking mechanism is performed using SYN and SYN-ACK packets.

client server
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listening portrandom port
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SYN_RCVD

ESTABLISHED

(active open) 
SYN_SENT

ESTABLISHED

Fig. 5. TCP Communication Sequence
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In TCP communication, usually the server port number is fixed and not changed,
but the client port number is randomly generated by operating system. Therefore, the
server listening port is the important port for analyzing traffic. How can the server's
listening port number be selected from the captured flow information? We utilize
SYN and SYN-ACK packets in the three-way handshaking mechanism. The destina-
tion port number in the SYN packet is the server listening port. Likewise, the source
port number in the SYN-ACK packet is the server listening port number. Using this
information, we can determine the important port number from all the TCP flows.

In case of UDP flows we cannot apply the same method because there is no three-
way handshaking mechanism like in TCP. Instead we can use the flow relationship
between UDP packets to decide the important port number. We know by experiments
that the patterns of UDP flows are very simple compared to TCP flows. So it is not so
difficult to find relationships among UDP flows.

3.2 Flow Grouping Using APT

To determine the P2P application name from the captured flow information we should
know the P2P application names widely used by users. Through the exhaustive search
of P2P applications using packet analysis tools such as tcpdump and ethereal [21] we
construct the APT which contains the information about each P2P application, as
illustrated in Table 1. The APT contains the P2P application names, frequently used
TCP/UDP port numbers and one representative port number for each. As Table 1
shows, most P2P applications use multiple port numbers that are not mostly registered
at IANA [22]. Some P2P applications use both TCP and UDP.

Table 1. An Example of Application Port Table

51905190AIM /ICQ

4661, 4662, 66674661eDonkey

22321, 76742232122322, 7675, 7676, 767722322Soribada

6388, 6733, 6777677763996399Shareshare

5101, 50505101Yahoo M essenger

1863, 6981-6990, 145941863M SN M essenger

well-known portsrepresentative portwell-known portsrepresentative port

UDPTCPApplication Nam e

We select one port number among the frequently used port numbers by each P2P
application and use it as the representative port number of that P2P application. If a
P2P application uses TCP and UDP then two representative port numbers are assigned
to each protocol respectively. This representative port number is used to indicate the
groups of flows belonging to the same P2P application. In the final step of the pro-
posed algorithm, the flows belonging to a P2P application are tagged with the corre-
sponding representative port number. Therefore, all P2P flows are grouped by the
tagged representative ports.
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3.3 Flow Grouping Using Flow Relation Map

The Application Port Table (APT) and Important Port Selection cannot give 100% of
accuracy in the decision of P2P application name to all P2P flows. There are two
reasons for this. First, there are too many P2P applications around the world to exam-
ine. Also, the complete examination to discover all used port numbers is difficult. In
many cases, dynamically generated port numbers are the important port numbers. In
such cases APT cannot provide flow-grouping information for this P2P traffic. Sec-
ond, it is also possible that the same important port number is used by more than two
P2P applications. In this case, we cannot decide which P2P application generates this
flow without flow relationship information. Therefore, we propose the third step, the
Flow Relationship Map (FRM), to increase analysis accuracy.

Currently, we are using a basic and simple relationship method among flows. First,
the flows are grouped according to the combinations of source port, destination port,
and protocol. We give a priority value to each combination of these three flow prop-
erties according to the weight of dependency, as illustrated in Table 2 (a).  For exam-
ple, the UDP flows with the source port number 22321 and destination port number
22321 are grouped with priority 100. This processing is called the property depend-
ency grouping.

After this property dependency grouping, all groups are linked with the weight. The
weight value is decided by the priority values in the location dependency table, which
is illustrated in Table 2 (b). The link weight between two groups is high when the
source and destination IP addresses of flows in the two corresponding groups are
highly dependent on each other. Otherwise, the weight is low. We call this processing
the location dependency grouping.

By these two steps in the grouping method, the flows related to each other are
grouped. And this group information is used in the P2P Application Decision process
to increase the accuracy of analysis.

Table 2. Flow Dependency Table
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4 Design and Implementation of P2P Traffic Analysis System

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of the P2P traffic analysis
system using the proposed method. The system was developed as a plug-in to the real-
time traffic monitoring analysis system called NG-MON [8].

4.1 Design of P2P Traffic Analysis System

Figure 6 illustrates the overall design of the P2P traffic analysis system, which con-
sists of three main modules. They are the APT module, the Important Port Selector
module, and the Flow Relations Mapper module.

The Important Port Number Selector module consists of a Packet Capturer, a Flow
Generator, and a SYN Packet Table. The Packet Capturer receives raw packets from a
network link and generates packet header information from each raw packet. The
packet header information is sent to the Flow Generator. If a packet is a SYN or SYN-
ACK packet, it is stored in the SYN Packet Table. The SYN Packet Table keeps the
TCP listening port information. To select an important port number from each flow,
the Flow Generator looks up the SYN Packet Table.

Flow Info.Packet 
Capturer

Flow 
Generator

Important Port Number Selector

Flow Relationship MapperFlow Relationship Mapper

Application Port Table 
Manager

Application Port Table 
Manager

P2P Traffic
Decider

P2P Traffic
Decider

N
etw

ork  Link

SYN Packet 
TableSYN Packet

SYN-ACK Packet

Packet Header Info.

Flow Info.

P2P App. Port Config. 

Flow Relationship Info.

Port Group Info.

Fig. 6. P2P Traffic Analysis System Design

The important port determined flows are sent to the P2P Traffic Decider and the
Flow Relationship Mapper. The Flow Relationship Mapper module keeps track of the
flow relationship and the history of flows from each host and provides this information
to the P2P Traffic Decider Module.

Through the off-line search of each P2P application, we built a P2P port configura-
tion file with XML. We used XML because it is easy to use and many XML-related
libraries are provided in various languages, such as C/C++ and Java. The APT man-
ager reads this configuration file and keeps the port group information. When the P2P
Decider module receives a flow from the Important Port Number Selector module, it
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looks up the Flow Relationship Map and Application Port Table to decide the P2P
application name where the flow belongs. Finally, the P2P Traffic Decider groups the
flows by tagging each P2P flow with the corresponding representative port number. If
the important port number of flow does not belong to a certain P2P application port
group but this flow has high relationship with other flows which belong to that P2P
application according to FRM, then the P2P Traffic Decider tags this flow with the
same representative port number and updates the APT.

4.2 Integration of P2P Traffic Analysis System with NG-MON

NG-MON [8] is a real-time Internet traffic monitoring system for high-speed net-
works, developed at POSTECH. The P2P traffic analysis module is implemented as a
plug-in module to NG-MON. Figure 7 illustrates the integration of the P2P traffic
analysis module with the current NG-MON system.

The components of the Import Port Number Selector module are separated into the
Packet Capturer, Flow Generator, and Flow Store phases. We use the Packet Capturer
module of NG-MON as it is. The SYN Packet Table is added into the Flow Generator
and the Second Level Important Port Number Selector is located in the Flow Store
system. The APT manager, Flow Relationship Mapper, and P2P Traffic Decider are
added in the Flow Store system. The P2P Traffic Decider Module is illustrated with
the flowchart-like diagram in Figure 7. As a result of the P2P traffic analysis system,
the tagged flow information with the representative port number is stored in the Flow
Store system. The traffic analyzer determines the corresponding P2P application name
of each P2P flow by the representative port number.

Packet Capturer Flow Generator Flow StoreNetwork
Device

raw packet packet header info. flow information

p2p.xml

exporter

p2p flow?
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manager
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Port 
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Table
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Fig. 7. Integration of P2P traffic analysis system with NG-MON

5 Result of P2P Traffic Analysis

We have deployed NG-MON with the P2P traffic analysis module in the Internet
junction of our campus. Our campus Internet link is composed of two 100 Mbps
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Metro Ethernet links. Considering the bi-directional traffic, the maximum amount of
traffic we analyze is 400 Mbps.

We can see the result of P2P traffic analysis at the application protocol view page
of the NG-MON Presenter system. Figure 8 (a) shows an example of P2P traffic
analysis results. NG-MON captures all the in/out Internet traffic and analyzes them
from various points of view, such as throughput analysis per host and subnet, time
series analysis of the throughput changes of each host and subnet. Figure 8 (b) and
Figure 8 (c) is a result of NG-MON analysis during one week. Figure 8 (b) shows a
time series graph of throughput and packet size changes during the tested period. The
total amount of captured data size is 11,493,562,602,529 bytes from 17,427,364,409
packets. The average bandwidth was 152.03 Mbps. The ratio of TCP and UDP among
total IP packets was 82.3% and 9.9%, respectively.

(a) Application protocol view page

(b) Time series graph of Internet traffic for one week

(c) Application layer traffic distribution for one week

Fig. 8. Analysis Result of P2P Traffic

Figure 8 (c) shows the application layer analysis result where our P2P analysis
mechanism is applied. HTTP traffic occupies the largest part of the pie chart; it is
30.73% of total IP traffic. But the second is not FTP data; the proportion of FTP traf-
fic is only 10.61% and the third. The second largest traffic is V-share P2P application
traffic [22]. The fourth and fifth largest traffic is generated by the MSN messenger
application [12] and the Soribada file sharing application [9]. We examined 20 popu-
lar P2P applications and made an Application Port Table (APT). The proportion of
these 20 P2P applications was 32.53% of total traffic. The percentage will increase if
we examine more P2P applications.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for analyzing P2P traffic. First, we
explained the properties of P2P traffic and the reasons why the existing analysis
mechanism is unsuitable for P2P traffic analysis. The proposed algorithm consists of
four main components: the Important Port Number Selection, the Application Port
Table, the Flow Relationship Map and the P2P Traffic Decider. Using this proposed
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algorithm we designed a P2P traffic analysis system and implemented it as a plug-in to
NG-NOM. Using this system we were able to analyze considerable amounts of un-
known traffic which could not be determined by the traditional analysis method. The
result of P2P traffic analysis on our campus Internet junction shows that the propor-
tion of P2P traffic is steadily increasing.
The proposed algorithm can be improved still further including the Flow Relationship
Map. By more experimental tests on our campus Internet junction, the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm will be validated. In addition to the validation of our algo-
rithm, we are going to apply proposed flow grouping algorithm to the analysis of other
types of Internet traffic, such as game and streaming media traffic.
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